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Abstract—Two large earthquakes occurred in the western part

of China in 2008, one of them being the Yutian (35.6�N, 81.6�E)

M7.3 earthquake that occurred on March 21 (BJT) and the other the

Wenchuan (31.0�N, 103.4�E) M8.0 earthquake that occurred on

May 12 (BJT). In this paper, the West Continental China (included

in 20.0�–50.0�N, 70.0�–110.0�E region) was the study region for

verifyong the predictability of the pattern informatics (PI) method

using the receiver-operating characteristic curve (ROC) test and

R score test. Different forecasting maps with different calculating

parameters were obtained. The calculating parameters were the

grid size Dx, base time tb, reference interval tb to t1, change interval

t1 to t2, and forecasting interval t2 to t3. In this paper, the base time

tb fixed to June 1, 1971, the ending forecast time t3 fixed to June 1,

2008, and the forecasting interval t2 to t3 changed from 1 to

10 years, and the grid sizes were chosen as 1� 9 1� and 2� 9 2�,

respectively. The results show that the PI method could forecast the

Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan M8.0 earthquakes only using suitable

parameters. Comparing the forecast results of grid sizes 1� 9 1�
and 2� 9 2�, the models with 2� 9 2� grids were better. Com-

paring the forecast results with different forecasting windows from

1 to 10 years, the models with forecasting windows of 4–8 years

were better using the ROC test, and the models with forecasting

windows of 7–10 years were better using the R score test. The

forecast efficiency of the model with a grid size of 2� 9 2� and

forecast window of 8 years was the best one using either the ROC

test or the R score test.

Key words: PI method, retrospective study, earthquake pre-

dictability, Wenchuan M8.0 earthquake, Yutian M7.3 earthquake,

ROC test, R score test.

1. Introduction

After the M8.1 earthquake of West Kunlun

Mountain Pass (36.21�N, 90.9�E) on 14 November

2001 (BJT), two large earthquakes occurred 6 years

later in West Continental China, one being the Yutian

(35.6�N, 81.6�E) M7.3 earthquake (according to

CENC) that occurred on 21 March 2008 (BJT) and

the other being the Wenchuan (31.0�N, 103.4�E)

M8.0 earthquake (according to CENC) that occurred

on 12 May 2008 (BJT). As a new approach to

earthquake forecasting on a 10-year scale, the pattern

informatics (PI) method (RUNDLE et al. 2000a, b,

2002, 2003; TIAMPO et al. 2002a, b; HOLLIDAY et al.

2005, 2006a) has been applied to the forecasting and

retrospective verification in the California region

(RUNDLE et al. 2002; TIAMPO et al. 2002b; HOLLIDAY

et al. 2005), Japan region (NANJO et al. 2006a, b),

Taiwan region (CHEN et al. 2005, 2006; WU et al.

2008a, b), China mainland (JIANG and WU 2008;

ZHANG et al. 2009), and worldwide (HOLLIDAY et al.

2005). From the above retrospective studies, most

earthquakes did occur in the hotspot boxes or in the

Moore neighborhood boxes, and the results of the

ROC test show that the PI method outperforms not

only random guesses, but also the simple number

counting approach based on the clustering hypothesis

of earthquakes (the RI forecast).

For the above studies, Holiday’s results (HOLLIDAY

et al. 2005) are involved in verification of the effects of

the PI method for the Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan M8.0

earthquakes. In his study, a retrospective and forecasting

map was published, which showed the hotspots for

potential M C 7.0 earthquakes during the 2000–2010

period (Fig. 1). According to the retrospective study,

during the period from 1 January 2000 to 14 December

2004 there were 68 M7 earthquakes worldwide; 57 of

these earthquakes occurred within a hotspot or adjoining

boxes. Subsequent to his meeting presentation, the

M = 8.1 Macquarie Island earthquake occurred on 23

December 2004, and the M = 9.0 Sumatra earthquake
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occurred on 26 December 2004. The epicenters of both

earthquakes were successfully forecasted (Fig. 1). On

the other hand, Fig. 1 also allows the chance for veri-

fying for the predictability of the PI method for M C 7.0

earthquakes occurring successively, including the Yu-

tian M7.3 and Wenchuan 8.0 earthquakes in 2008 (the

five-pointed stars in Fig. 1). From Fig. 1, we can see that

the Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan 8.0 earthquakes did not

occur in the hotspot boxes or in the neighborhood boxes.

Although the failure forecast to these two earth-

quakes did not affect the effects of the PI method for

most large earthquakes, the reasons causing the failure

are the focus of this paper. The predictability of the PI

method will be verified by changing the calculated

parameters and testing with the receiver-operating

characteristic (ROC) diagram and R score test.

2. The PI Method

The pattern informatics method is based on the

statistical mechanics of complex systems and can

quantify temporal variations in seismicity. The result

is a map of areas in a seismogenic region (hotspots)

where earthquakes are likely to occur during a

specified period in the future. With the PI method, a

forecast map of locations (hotspots) of future earth-

quakes during a forthcoming period could be worked

out. RUNDLE et al. (2002) published a forecast map of

hotspots of M [ 5 earthquakes for California in the

2000–2010 period (http://www.quakesim.jpl.nasa.

gov/scorecard.html). Subsequently, 19 of the 20 Cali-

fornia earthquakes with magnitudes M [ 5 occurred in

or immediately adjacent to the resulting hotspots up to

February 2008, while the areas of the hotspots only

covered 4% of the map area (Performance Analysis of

Earthquake Forecasts, presentation of RUNDLES et al. at

the 6th ACES International Workshop in Cairns,

Australia, 11–16 May 2008). NANJO et al. (2006a, b)

modified the PI method for use with the Japanese

catalogs and successfully forecast the 23 October 2004

M = 6.8 Niigata earthquake. CHEN et al. (2005)

modified the PI method for use with Chinese Taiwan

catalogs and found the Chi-Chi Ms7.6 earthquake

located in the hotspot area. The above studies show

that the PI method is prospective in medium- to long-

term earthquake forecasts, especially for the location.

Following the detail steps of the PI method

described by HOLLIDAY et al. (2005), we developed

codes in the Fortran language that can obtain hotspot

Figure 1
Worldwide application of the PI method (HOLLIDAY et al. 2005). Colored areas are the forecast hotspots for the occurrence of M C 7

earthquakes during the 2000–2010 period derived using the PI method. The color scale gives values of the log10(P/Pmax). Blue circles are the

locations of earthquakes with M C 7 that have occurred since January 2000 to August 2005. The five-pointed stars denote the Yutian M7.3

and Wenchuan M8.0 earthquakes
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maps with the PI method in the region of interest. The

detailed utilization of the PI method for earthquake

forecasting is as follows (HOLLIDAY 2005):

(1) The region of interest is divided into NB square

boxes with linear dimension Dx. Boxes are

identified by a subscript i and are centered at xi.

For each box, there is a time series NiðtÞ, which is

the number of earthquakes per unit time at time t

larger than the lower cutoff magnitude Mc. The

time series in box i is defined between a base

time tb and the present time t.

(2) All earthquakes in the region of interest with

magnitudes greater than a lower cutoff magnitude

Mc are included. The lower cutoff magnitude Mc

is specified in order to ensure completeness of the

data through time, from an initial time t0 to a final

time t2.

(3) Three time intervals are considered:

(a) A reference time interval from tb to t1.

(b) A second time interval from tb to t2, t2 [ t1.

The change interval over which seismic

activity changes are determined is then t2–

t1. The time tb is chosen to lie between t0 and

t1. The objective is to quantify anomalous

seismic activity in the change interval t1 to t2
relative to the reference interval tb to t1.

(c) The forecast time interval t2 to t3, for which

the forecast is valid. We take the change and

forecast intervals to have the same length.

(4) The seismic intensity in box i, Iiðtb; tÞ, between

two times tb \ t, can then be defined as the

average number of earthquakes with magnitudes

greater than Mc that occur in the box per unit time

during the specified time interval tb to t. There-

fore, using discrete notation, we can write:

Iiðtb; tÞ ¼
1

t � tb

Xt

t
0¼t

b

Niðt0Þ ð1Þ

where the sum is performed over increments of the

time series, say days.

(5) In order to compare the intensities from different

time intervals, we require that they have the same

statistical properties. We therefore normalize the

seismic intensities by subtracting the mean

seismic activity of all boxes and divided by the

standard deviation of the seismic activity in all

boxes. The statistically normalized seismic inten-

sity of box i during the time interval tb to t is then

defined by

Ii

^
ðtb; tÞ ¼

Iiðtb; tÞ � hIiðtb; tÞi
rðtb; tÞ

ð2Þ

where h Ii(tb, t) i is the mean intensity averaged over

all the boxes, and rðtb; tÞ is the standard deviation of

intensity over all the boxes.

(6) Our measure of anomalous seismicity in box i is

the difference between the two normalized seis-

mic intensities:

DIiðtb; t1; t2Þ ¼ Ii

^
ðtb; t2Þ � Ii

^
ðtb; t1Þ ð3Þ

(7) To reduce the relative importance of random

fluctuations (noise) in seismic activity, we com-

pute the average change in intensity, DIiðt0; t1; t2Þ
over all possible pairs of normalized intensity

maps having the same change interval:

DIi t0; t1; t2ð Þ ¼ 1

t1 � t0

Xt1

tb¼t0

DIi tb; t1; t2ð Þ ð4Þ

where the sum is performed over increments of the

time series, which here are days.

(8) We define the probability of a future earthquake

in box i, Pi t0; t1; t2ð Þ, as the square of the average

intensity change:

Pi t0; t1; t2ð Þ ¼ DIi tb; t1; t2ð Þ2 ð5Þ

(9) To identify anomalous regions, we wish to com-

pute the change in the probability Pi t0; t1; t2ð Þ,
relative to the background so that we subtract the

mean probability over all boxes. We denote this

change in the probability by

DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ ¼ Pi t0; t1; t2ð Þ � hPi t0; t1; t2ð Þi ð6Þ

where hPi t0; t1; t2ð Þi is the background probability for

a large earthquake.

Hotspots are defined to be the regions where

DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ is positive. In these regions, Pi t0; t1; t2ð Þ
is larger than the average value for all boxes (the

background level).

Note that since the intensities are squared in

defining probabilities the hotspots may be due to

either increases of seismic activity during the change
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time interval (activation) or due to decreases (quies-

cence). According to BUFE and VARNES (1993), before a

major earthquake (Mf) occurs, the seismicity of smaller

earthquakes with magnitude Mf-2 often show abnor-

malities like an acceleration or decrease; JAUME and

SYKES (1999) concluded that the seismicity of smaller

earthquakes with a magnitude of Mf-2 to Mf-3 often

shows abnormalities like an acceleration or decrease

before a major earthquake (Mf). Nevertheless, PAP-

AZACHOS et al. (2005) determined that the seismicity of

smaller earthquakes with magnitude Mf-1.5 to Mf-2

often shows abnormalities like an acceleration or

decrease before a major earthquake (Mf). In our study,

we hypothesized that earthquakes with magnitudes

larger than Mc ? 2.5 will occur preferentially in

hotspots during the forecast time interval t2 to t3.

In order to make sure our codes work correctly,

we calculated the hotspot map of the California

region with the same parameters as HOLLIDAY et al.

(2006b) did. The results produced by our codes were

consistent with those by HOLLIDAY et al. (2006b),

where slight differences between the two maps are

likely caused by different earthquake catalogs (ZHANG

et al. 2009).

3. Data and Computing Parameters Chosen

3.1. The Selected Region and Its Seismicity

The west of continental China (included in 20.0�–

50.0�N, 70.0�–110.0�E region) was chosen as the

study region. This region has frequent large earth-

quakes. According to the statistical data of the China

Earthquake Networks Center, 65 large earthquakes of

M C 7.0 occurred in the selected region in 1900–2008

(Fig. 2); of these 57 occurred in Chinese territory, 5 in

foreign countries very close to the territorial border of

China, and 3 more than 300 km away from the

territorial border of China. Nine of the 65 earthquakes

were tremendous earthquakes of M C 8.0 (five-

pointed stars in Fig. 2), and the largest one was the

Chayu, Tibet (28.4�N, 96.7�E) M8.6 earthquake that

occurred on 15 August 1950 (BJT). Since 2000, there

have been three M C 7.0 earthquakes in West Conti-

nental China. The first was the West Kunlun Pass

(36.21�N, 96.9�E) M8.1 earthquake that occurred on

14 November 2001 (BJT). The second was the Yutian

(35.6�N, 81.6�E) M7.3 earthquake that occurred on 21

March 2008 (BJT). The third one is the Wenchuan

(31.0�N, 103.4�E) M8.0 earthquake that occurred on

12 May 2008 (BJT). The West Kunlun Pass M8.1

earthquake and the Yutian M7.3 earthquake did not

cause significant casualties because they occurred in

depopulated areas, but the Wenchuan M8.0 earthquake

resulted in nearly 90,000 dead and missing, as it

occurred in a densely populated region.

As mentioned above, the Yutian M7.3 and

Wenchuan M8.0 earthquakes did not fall within the

forecast hotspots for the 2000–2010 period given by

HOLLIDAY et al. (2005), as shown in Fig. 1. In order to

study the predictability of PI for these two large

earthquakes, we needed to carry out a retrospective

study with different parameters to calculate the

change in probability (Formula 6).

3.2. The Monitoring Ability and Completeness

of the Earthquake Catalogue of the Selected

Region

The earthquake catalogue employed in this paper

is from the CENC (China Earthquake Networks

Center) with an initial time of 1970. For the selected

Figure 2
Large earthquakes with M C 7.0 occurring in and near West

Continental China in 1900–2008 (CENC). Solid circles represent

67 earthquakes larger than 7.0, and five-pointed stars represent 9

earthquakes larger than 8.0
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West Continental China region, the China Digital

Network has been able to record all earthquakes

larger than ML4.0 so far. However, during the 1970s–

1980s, earthquakes less than ML4.5 could not be

recorded completely. In order to calculate the forecast

hotspots with PI method reasonably, we needed to

employ a complete earthquake catalogue. According

to the evaluation of seismic monitoring abilities by

the CEA (http://www.csi.ac.cn/yxy/jance/jiancenengli.

htm), the lower cutoff magnitude Mc is ML4.5 for the

completeness of the earthquake catalogue in West

Continental China since 1970 (Fig. 3).

Figure 4 shows the distribution map of earth-

quakes larger than ML4.5 recorded by the China

Digital Seismic Network during the period from 1970

to 2009. From this figure we can see that the recorded

earthquakes cover the territory of West Continental

China and its neighboring areas.

3.3. The Tested Models with Different Computing

Parameters

We divided the selected region to be studied into a

grid of square boxes with the size of 1� 9 1� and

2� 9 2�. For the 1� 9 1� grid model, the total

number of boxes is 1200. For the 2� 9 2� grid

model, the total number of boxes is 600.

In order to study the predictability of the PI

method for the Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan M8.0

earthquakes, we needed to try different calculating

parameters of the beginning time tb, the reference

time interval tb to t1, change interval t1 to t2 and the

forecast time interval t2 to t3. We designed 20 models

with different parameters, which are listed in Table 1.

For these models, the beginning time tb and the

ending forecast time t3 were the same, while the

change interval t1 to t2 and the forecast time interval

t2 to t3 ranged from 1 to 10 years, and the reference

time interval tb to t1 ranged from 17 to 35 years.

4. Results of Retrospective Tests for Different

Models

4.1. PI Patterns from Different Models

Generally, hotspots are defined to be the regions

where DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ is positive. Definitely, there are

more hotspots when the threshold of DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ is

lower. In order to raise the hit rate and reduce the

miss rate, we have to make the decision threshold of

possibility gain DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ. After trying different

thresholds of DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ, we could find the best

fit of DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ, under which the hit rate was

relatively higher, while the miss rate was relatively

lower.

When we took the threshold possibility as

log10 DPi t0;t1;t2ð Þ=DPmax t0;t1;t2ð Þð Þ¼�0:6, the best

good fitness hotspot map could be obtained as shown

in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5 we can see that, for the Yutian M7.3

earthquake, it falls in the hotspot box or the neighbor

Figure 3
Completeness of catalogue test by G–R relation in West Continental China
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box in models 11–19. For the Wenchuan M8.0

earthquake, it drops in the hotspot box or the neighbor

box in models 11, 13, 14 and 17–20. From this direct

perspective view, models with 2� 9 2� boxes are

better than those with 1� 9 1� boxes for predicting the

Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan M8.0 earthquakes.

In order to evaluate the predictive effects of these

models quantitatively, we employed the ROC (SWETS

1973; MOLCHAN 1997) test as RUNDLE et al. (2000c,

2003), TIAMPO et al. (2002c) and HOLLIDAY et al.

(2005) did. We also employed the R score evaluation

method approved by XU et al. (1989) and SHI et al.

(2000). The evaluation results are as follows.

4.2. ROC Test for Different Models

The receiver operating characteristic test is conducted

by systematic changing of the ‘alarm threshold’ of the

‘forecast region’ and counting the ‘hit rate’ and ‘false

alarm rate’ compared to real earthquake activity.

Following RUNDLE et al. (2000c, 2003), TIAMPO et al.

(2002c) and HOLLIDAY et al. (2005), we define that:

during t2 to t3, if an earthquake larger than M7.0 occurs in

a hotspot box or within the Moore neighborhood of the

box, this is a success [the eight boxes surrounding the

hotspot box are defined as ‘‘the Moore neighborhood’’

(MOORE 1962)]; if no earthquakes occur in a non-hotspot

box, this is also a success; if no earthquake occurs in a

hotspot box or within the Moore neighborhood of the

hotspot box, this is a false alarm; if an earthquake occurs

in a box that is not hotspot box or the Moore neighbor-

hood of the hotspot box, this is a failure to forecast.

According to the above definitions, values a

(Forecast = yes, Observed = yes), b (Forecast =

yes, Observed = no), c (Forecast = no, Observed =

yes) and d (Forecast = no, Observed = no) are
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Figure 4
Earthquake distribution map in West Continental China recorded by the China Digital Seismic Network (the earthquake catalogue is from the

CENC, with all recorded earthquakes larger than ML4.5 for 1970–2009)
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obtained for the hotspot map. The fraction of colored

boxes, also called the probability of forecast of

occurrence, is r ¼ ðaþ bÞ=N, where the total number

of boxes is N ¼ aþ bþ cþ d. The hit rate is H ¼
a=ðaþ cÞ and is the fraction of large earthquakes that

occur on a hotspot. The false alarm rate is F ¼
b=ðbþ dÞ and is the fraction of non-observed earth-

quakes that are incorrectly forecast.

For each model, we obtain the PI hotspot maps

under different thresholds of DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ from 0 to

DPmax t0; t1; t2ð Þ firstly; and then calculate the hit rate

and false rate of according to above mentioned

method.

Figure 6 shows the diagrams of the ROC test for

different models. From these results we can see that,

compared to the random forecast (H = F), all 20

models have higher forecast efficacy since H [ F in

most cases.

In order to evaluate the degree of forecast

efficiency of the models quantitatively, we define a

parameter Ef as the following,

Ef ¼
X

i

Hi � DFi ð7Þ

where Hi denotes the hit rate associated with the false

rate of Fi. The essence of Ef is the area surrounded by

the curve of H(F), the line of H = 0 and the line of

F = Fmax. Here Fmax is the false rate under the

threshold of DPi(t0, t1, t2) = 0. For the 20 models in

this paper, Fmax = 0.07, as shown in Fig. 6. If the hit

rate is bigger under the same false rate, the parameter

Ef is bigger; hence, the forecast efficiency could be

determined by Ef. Bigger Ef means higher forecast

efficiency.

The values of the Ef corresponding to the 20

models are 0.0275, 0.0175, 0.017, 0.014, 0.02, 0.017,

0.0035, 0.025, 0.0305, 0.033, 0.023, 0.0115, 0.035,

0.0485, 0.043, 0.048, 0.056, 0.059, 0.03 and 0.028,

respectively.

Figure 7 shows the pictorial diagram of Ef varied

with different models. From this figure we can see

that model 18 (with a 2� 9 2� box and 8-year

forecast window) outperforms all other models,

because when the hit rate reaches 1, the false alarm

rate is the lowest (square dashed line in Fig. 6d). The

next best model after model 18 is model 17, as shown

in Fig. 6 (diamond solid line in Fig. 6d). The third

best models are model 16 (dotted solid line in

Fig. 6d) and model 14 (asterisk dashed line in

Fig. 6c). Generally, the forecast efficiency of the

models with 2� 9 2� boxes are higher than those with

1� 9 1� boxes.

Table 1

Twenty PI models with different parameters

Model no. Grid size tb t1 t2 t3 Forecast

period/year

1 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 2006-6-1 2007-6-1 2008-6-1 1

2 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 2004-6-1 2006-6-1 2008-6-1 2

3 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 2002-6-1 2005-6-1 2008-6-1 3

4 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 2000-6-1 2004-6-1 2008-6-1 4

5 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 1998-6-1 2003-6-1 2008-6-1 5

6 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 1996-6-1 2002-6-1 2008-6-1 6

7 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 1994-6-1 2001-6-1 2008-6-1 7

8 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 1992-6-1 2000-6-1 2008-6-1 8

9 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 1990-6-1 1999-6-1 2008-6-1 9

10 1� 9 1� 1971-6-1 1988-6-1 1998-6-1 2008-6-1 10

11 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 2006-6-1 2007-6-1 2008-6-1 1

12 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 2004-6-1 2006-6-1 2008-6-1 2

13 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 2002-6-1 2005-6-1 2008-6-1 3

14 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 2000-6-1 2004-6-1 2008-6-1 4

15 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 1998-6-1 2003-6-1 2008-6-1 5

16 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 1996-6-1 2002-6-1 2008-6-1 6

17 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 1994-6-1 2001-6-1 2008-6-1 7

18 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 1992-6-1 2000-6-1 2008-6-1 8

19 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 1990-6-1 1999-6-1 2008-6-1 9

20 2� 9 2� 1971-6-1 1988-6-1 1998-6-1 2008-6-1 10
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4.3. R Score Test for Different Models

From 1989, an evaluation method called the R

score was developed by XU et al. (1989) for the

efficacy of earthquake forecast methods in China.

SHI et al. (2000) developed the algorithm of the R

score test for the annual potential seismic hazard

regions forecast by the China Earthquake Adminis-

tration (CEA). Compared with the ROC test, ‘‘the

Moore neighborhood’’ is not considered in the R

score test, i.e. during t2 to t3, if an earthquake lager

than M7.0 occurs in a hotspot box, this is a success;

if no earthquake occurs in a non-hotspot box, this is

also a success; if no earthquake occurs in a hotspot

box, this is a false alarm; if an earthquake occurs in

a box that is not hotspot box, this is a failure to

forecast. So the R score test is more rigorous than

the ROC test.

According to the above definitions, values a (Fore-

cast = yes, Observed = yes), b (Forecast = yes,

Observed = no), c (Forecast = no, Observed = yes)

and d (Forecast = no, Observed = no) are obtained for

the hotspot map. The hit rate is H ¼ a= ðaþ cÞ. The

false alarm rate is F ¼ b=ðbþ dÞ. R score = H–F.

Figure 8 shows the relationships between the hit

rate and false alarm rate of the 20 models by R score

test. From these results we can see that, compared to

the random forecast (H = F), all 20 models have

higher forecast efficacy since H [ F in most cases.

We can also calculate the values of the Ef

corresponding to the 20 models by Formulae (7).

They are 0.0195, 0.0175, 0.015, 0.003, 0.0095, 0.002,

0.0035, 0.016, 0.0185, 0.0245, 0.0045, 0, 0.0015,

0.008, 0.007, 0.0065, 0.017, 0.025, 0.03 and 0.0285,

respectively.

Figure 5
Hotspot maps for the 20 models under the threshold possibility log10 DPi t0; t1; t2ð Þ=DPmax t0; t1; t2ð Þð Þ ¼ �0:6: The five-point stars denote the

positions of Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan M8.0 earthquakes in 2008, respectively. The numbers in the figures represent the models,

corresponding to the model no. in Table 1
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Figure 9 shows the pictorial diagram of Ef varied

with different models using the R score test. From

this figure we can see that model 19 (with a 2� 9 2�
box and 9-year forecast window) outperforms all

other models because when the hit rate reaches to 0.5

the false alarm rate is the lowest (asterisk dashed line

in Fig. 8d). The next best model after model 19 is

model 20, as shown in Fig. 8 (triangle dashed line in

Fig. 8d). The third best model is model 18 (square

dashed line in Fig. 7d).

We can also draw the conclusion that generally

the forecast efficiency of those models with longer

forecast windows and larger scale boxes is higher that

of those with shorter forecast windows and smaller

scale boxes. Compared with the ROC test, the hit rate

universally decreases; hence the Ef value decreases.

4.4. Better Models for Large Earthquake Forecasts

From the above results of the ROC test and R

score test, we can see that models 18, 17, 16 and 14

are the top four models in the ROC test, while models

19, 20, 18 and 10 are the top four models using the

the R score test. For a combination test of the ROC
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and R scores, model 18 is the best model with higher

forecast efficacy. The quantitative evaluation results are

coincident with the direct perspective view in Fig. 5.

5. Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper, West Continental China (included in

the region of 20.0�–50.0�N, 70.0�–110.0�E) was

taken as the study region to verify the predictability

of the PI method by the ROC test and R score test.

From the results, we can draw the following

conclusions:

1. The PI method has much higher forecast efficacy

than the random forecast using the quantitative

ROC test and R score test. It is really an optimal

method for long-term earthquake forecasts.

2. For large earthquakes like the Yutian M7.3 and

Wenchuan M8.0 earthquakes, taking a grid size of

2� 9 2� and forecast window of 8 years could

raise the forecast efficacy most, and Yutian M7.3

and Wenchuan M8.0 earthquakes could drop in

the hotspots. The essence of this conclusion may

be that larger earthquakes have bigger critical

seismogenic size and longer seismogenic time.

For example, BUFE and VARNES (1993) give the
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relationship between the critical seismogenic size

R and the magnitude M as log R ¼ �0:2þ 0:36 M.

By this formula, when M C 5, R C 40 km, and

when M C 7, R C 209 km. So models with

2� 9 2� grid size are better in forecasting larger

earthquakes than those with 1� 9 1� grid size.

In Holliday’s model (HOLLIDAY et al. 2005) with a

grid size of 1� 9 1� and forecast window of 10 years,

the Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan 8.0 earthquakes did

not drop in the hotspot map (Fig. 1). In our retro-

spective study, the Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan 8.0

earthquakes did not drop in the hotspots or their

Moore neighborhood in any of the models with a grid

size of 1� 9 1� (Model 1–10 in Fig. 5), but both of

the two large earthquakes dropped in the hotspots or

their Moore neighborhood of models 11, 13, 14, 17,

18 and 19 (Fig. 5). In the rest of the models with a

grid size of 2� 9 2� (models 12, 15, 16 and 20 in

Fig. 5), both Yutian M7.3 and Wenchuan M8.0

earthquake could drop in the hotspot or its Moore

neighborhood. The different results between Holi-

day’s model (2005) and ours may be caused by two

factors. The first is that different catalogues were

employed. Holiday’s is from the global seismic net-

work with a lower magnitude cutoff of Mc = 5 and

initial time t0 = 1,965, while ours is from the China

Earthquake Networks Center (CENC) with a lower

magnitude cutoff of Mc = 4.0 and initial time

t0 = 1,970. The second factor may be that the grid

sizes are different in Holliday’s model and ours.

Which factor is key can be investigated in further

study.

Further study is valuable to verify whether Run-

dle’s model with a 0.1� 9 0.1� box for forecasting

M C 5.0 earthquakes in California region (RUNDLE

et al. 2002; TIAMPO et al. 2002b; HOLLIDAY et al.

2005) could be improved by modulating the grid size

from 0.1� 9 0.1� to 0.4� 9 0.4�.

In summary, before applying the PI model for

earthquake forecasting in a region, the suitable time

points t1, t2 and t3, suitable thresholds of lower cutoff

of magnitude, suitable thresholds of log10(DP/

DPmax), etc., should be selected after systematic ret-

rospective study by ROC test or R score test. Higher

forecasting efficacy can be reached with the suitable

models.
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